The Freshwater Trust is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit
organization that actively works to preserve
and restore our freshwater ecosystems.

BasinScout: Watershed Restoration Methodology
The Freshwater Trust’s StreamBank® BasinScout™ is
a set of diagnostic tools that can be used to estimate
environmental uplift and prioritize restoration sites.
Funders and implementers of conservation
programs can use the analysis provided by
BasinScout to:

Assess Watersheds
BasinScout allows users to apply the right level of
analysis at the right scale for assessing watersheds.
Assessments include:

••

Build a watershed restoration roadmap and
set milestones for implementation
Direct conservation funding to the areas of
greatest need in a basin
Track progress toward conservation goals and
adjust portfolio as needed

••
••
••
••

Key: Uplift Potential

Ecological limiting factors: What are the
environmental needs within the watershed?
Regulatory review: What are the regulatory
requirements and policies for the watershed?
Disturbance: What is the current state of riparian
health across the watershed?
Change: What restoration has already occurred and
what change in ecological health can be tracked?
Goals and requirements: What are the water
quality improvement targets for the watershed?

High
Medium
Low
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Using outputs from BasinScout, restoration
efforts and management practices can be
targeted on high-disturbance, low-capacity sites
that will yield the greatest environmental results.
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Outputs include:
1 Coarse assessments help to quickly identify key
areas for restoration within a large basin
2 Mid-range assessments help to identify areas of
disturbance at the river or tributary level
3 Detailed assessments at the tax-lot level help to
identify and prioritize individual restoration sites
Outputs: Watershed maps with current conditions categorized and color-coded. Acres in need of restoration are clearly distinguished from areas that are intact and functioning at
high capacity.
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Build Restoration Plan

Implement Restoration Plan

BasinScout can help refine modeled output and
visualize data to create an objective, scientifically
defensible restoration plan.

While the watershed restoration plan is implemented,
extended decision-support tools can help to
adaptively manage on-the-ground actions and adjust
sites in the recruitment portfolio to maximize goals.

Processes include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluate restoration potential: What is the
environmental uplift potential for individual sites
and entire stream reaches?
Prioritize criteria and weighting: What criteria
will be used to determine priority sites and most
effective conservation actions?
Feasibility: What are the political, data, time and
cost requirements that affect optimization?
Maximize outcomes: What are the priority sites
that meet environmental goals while staying
within financial and recruitment constraints?
Create implementation schedule: What are the
goals and milestones?
Build recruitment portfolio: What are the
prioritized tax lots that can be contracted?

•
•
•

Track progress toward restoration goals
within specified timeframe
Dynamically refine target sites based on multiple
criteria and recruitment constraints
Report on credits generated, spending and
progress toward goals

Data analyzed through BasinScout creates an active
plan that guides an implementation program and
provides concrete steps to modify the program to
achieve restoration goals.

Outputs: Left: Modeled load reductions from
irrigation upgrades helps to pinpoint site selection for
phosphorus and sediment reduction projects.
Above: Dynamic portfolio tool helps to track progress of
implemented sites against reduction goals and costs.

Provide Project Assurance
Conservation programs implemented
using BasinScout are grounded in
objective, defensible data that guides
effective restoration actions.

Unless otherwise stated, The Freshwater
Trust is the owner of all intellectual
property rights in the StreamBank®
technology, including but not limited to
StreamBank® BasinScout™, StreamBank®
Monitoring, and other inventions,
processes, methodologies, techniques,
formulations, analyses, software, data,
systems, tools, algorithms, information,
designs, drawings, materials, trademarks,
and copyrights utilized therein. Aspects
of the StreamBank® system are covered
by one or more claims of U.S. Patent No.
8,036,909. StreamBank® is a registered
trademark of The Freshwater Trust.

Long-term monitoring of restoration sites
using the StreamBank® Monitoring app
provides assurance that the program
continues to generate credits, provides
ecological benefit and meets regulatory
requirements.
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